Henry 22 parts diagram

The new two-piece product incorporates the best of both lines, and even improves upon our If
you run a scope on your Henry lever-action rifle, you'll easily be able to cock the hammer and
love the secure hammer control these beauties afford with their thumb curvature and diamond
checkering. They boast all the quality and innovative Innovation, attention to detail,
uncompromising functionality, stunning good looks, and "clover leaf groups" precision put our
RPP CloverLeaf Receiver Peep Sights in a class by themselves. Shoot beautifully. At Ranger
Point Precision, we believe that Ranger Point Precision Robust build quality. In addition to its
hard New fiber optic front The oversized design measures 18" L x 36" W and has plenty of room
to completely disassemble a full size rifle. Size: 18 x 36" 2. Who doesn't love a trucker hat! And
in red, white and blue America USA. The Ranger Point Precision trucker hat fits great and is
super comfortable so it's perfect for anytime. Caps are To celebrate the end of a trying year,
RPP is starting a new tradition in We chose a lustrous new material for our wildly popular Marlin
and Henry quick lever takedown screws, which are already offered in stainless and black nitride
chromoly steel Oversized, Henry lever-action quick takedown screws allow for easy lever
removal for a thorough cleaning, plus makes it easy to swap out standard levers for larger loop
levers for gloved hands or cowboy action shooting. Replaces the original, factory These
proprietary Ranger Point peep sight apertures are an add-on product. These precision-cut
shims can be used to take the lateral side-to-side play out of your Marlin Firearms or Henry
Repeating Arms factory lever. Get rid of that slop in your cycle for a smoother, more linear lever
action feel. Also work with the Ranger Toggle menu Free U. Follow Us. Compare Selected.
Quick view. Choose Options Compare. Pre-Order Now Compare. Add to Cart Compare. Peep
Sight Apertures. Marlin and Henry Lever Shims 4 shims. Hammer Spur Extension for Henry
Repeating Arms If you run a scope on your Henry lever-action rifle, you'll easily be able to cock
the hammer and love the secure hammer control these beauties afford with their thumb
curvature and diamond checkering. Henry Lever Quick Takedown Screws Black Nitride
Oversized, Henry lever-action quick takedown screws allow for easy lever removal for a
thorough cleaning, plus makes it easy to swap out standard levers for larger loop levers for
gloved hands or cowboy action shooting. Marlin and Henry Lever Shims 4 shims These
precision-cut shims can be used to take the lateral side-to-side play out of your Marlin Firearms
or Henry Repeating Arms factory lever. You can edit the text in this area, and change where the
contact form on the right submits to, by entering edit mode using the modes on the bottom
right. Cowboy competition SASS focused firearm parts. The finest custom firearms parts for the
cowboy action competitive shooter internationally recognized as SASS. This is the short stroke
kit that we have been making since We have recently improved these kits by machining them
from aircraft quality steel, welding the pivot pins in on both sides, and widening the bearing
surface at the joint to add to the life of the toggle link assembly. For Uberti made rifles. Need
head-space corrective toggles? Give us a call! The lever cam must be tuned as well. Call or
email us with any questions. The super kit will work in Uberti made Model , Model , and Henry
rifles. This short stroke kit will decrease the lever throw of your rifle to just over the SASS legal
minimum. Installation does not require the purchase of a new finger lever. The stock Uberti
lever will work just fine. Short Stroke Kit Instructions Hereâ€¦. Action Spring Instructions
Hereâ€¦. These action springs are machined from high strength steel and include a tension rod
tuned to provide a light feeling action and reliable function. Screws are not included. These will
only fit Uberti made rifles. These springs are made from stainless steel, and will help keep your
magazine free from rust. Rust can mix with fowling and dirt, causing a failure to feed properly.
They are made to fit a 24" barreled gun, so if you're shooting a rifle with a shorter barrel, leave
about 3" sticking out the end of the magazine tube and cut the rest off. For to. For to 45 LC.
These will only fit Uberti rifles. This coil mainspring conversion kit replaces the stiff flat
mainspring that comes in Uberti made rifles. The forward strut mounts to the hammer by riding
on two ball bearings that are free to roll up and down the inner curve on the back of the
hammer. This movement adjusts the leverage on the hammer, resulting in a constant tension on
the hammer, from its full forward position to its fully cocked position. It will significantly reduce
the effort required to work the action. Installation instructions are included. The Model 66 kits
are the same as the 73 kits. The difference is in the installation instructions. These firing pins
are made from armory grade steel, and are made. Guaranteed not to break. They come with a
light weight spring. This firing pin extension is made from steel, drilled from the front end to
make it hollow, then plugged. New style extensions are attached to the bolt with a metal wedge
inserted from the bottom. Old style extensions are attached to the bolt with a horizontal pin
inserted from the side. These springs replace the heavy lever safety springs that come in Uberti
model 73s. They will allow the safety to work as designed, without having to squeeze the lever
against the stock. These rear sights are a good replacement for other rifle sights, and come in
flat top, semi buckhorn, or full buckhorn styles. Made by Marble Arms, these front sights have a.

Speed-Sight Front Rifle Sight - Standard Height As the name implies, this sight will allow you to
speed up your sight acquisition by drawing your eyes and your attention to the front sight,
where they should be. This sight is. Speed-Sight Front Rifle Sight - Tall Height As the name
implies, this sight will allow you to speed up your sight acquisition by drawing your eyes and
your attention to the front sight, where they should be. This is our Speed-Sight for carbines. It
reflects light to draw your attention to the front sight, where it ought to be. It now comes with
our own American made heat treated replacement screw. Made from stainless steel, these
followers will help keep your magazine tube rust free. Rust can mix with dirt and fowling to
cause improper feeding. American made hardened screws. These high quality screws are a
drop in replacement for the soft Uberti screws. They will hold up to multiple loosenings and
tightenings. Set consists of 1-lever screw, 1-side plate screw, and 2-action spring screws. Set
consists of 1-'66 lever screw, 2-action spring screws. It comes with sinew and needles. Looking
for a longer wrap? Please contact us! Some of our leather is only crafted when it is ordered.
That can delay shipment by a few days. We typically have in stock the standard tan 2. Made of
high quality leather, this butt cover will keep the butt plate of your rifle from slipping on your
shoulder during those fast shooting strings. It comes with installation instructions, sinew, and
two needles. Looking for specific colors or designs? Not sure of the style or fit of a cover? Ask
us about customizing your leather! Not sure of the fit? For a correct fit our craftsman
recommends using string to measure around the base of the butt-plate. Mark where the strings
meet, unfold, and measure the length. Be sure to also measure six inches down from the top of
the gun butt towards the sight. Send us those two measurements along with the model and
year. Preferences can be accommodated if the craftsman says he can do it but can add to
delivery time. If you prefer other colors we can also arrange for that. Currently most of the butt
ends are also rough side out for a better non-slip grip to the shoulder but not all are. If you have
any concerns about fit email or call us anytime. Guide for best measurements for fitting can be
found here. Limited quantities custom covers : Charles Daly 2 available. Pioneer Gun Works
Quick Cap. Our design for the magazine tube plug increases the leverage removal point making
the cap easier to unscrew and replace. Tired of wearing the cams off of the finger and carrier
levers in your competition rifle? Want a smoother, more solid feeling, and improved action for
your edge in competition? In addition, the. This spring material has been tested to over ,
equivalent lever cycles without any lose of tension. The Kit is also designed for the installer to
not only easily fit it, but also to be able to very finely tune the carrier spring pressure to adjust
for different caliber and bullet weights to guarantee the smoothest uninterrupted action.
Likewise the finger lever side can also be finely adjusted to allow for any lever modifications or
the added weight of a protective wrap. Each Kit contains a complete spring set and both screws
and a set of instructions for the more capable home tuner. Tired of continually adjusting
hammer tension? This is the System!! Its sole purpose is to provide a faster lock time faster,
more positive hammer travel , a more dependable primer strike and a more durable, longer
lasting, smoother cycling competition grade spring operation. It will not fit the earlier square
bridge lower tangs and some Border Rifle tangs without Tang modification. Also, since there
are many different styles of shooting and needs for different levels of speed, the kit will include
two axles. The basic axle will provide the fastest possible lock time and the most positive
primer detonation while still retaining a smooth action cycle. A smaller diameter axle is also
included which will still provide a noticeably faster lock time but with a slightly lighter,
smoother lever cycle feel for the not yet absolutely competitive shooter. The manufacturers
want to clearly point out that if you have little or no idea how this Spring Kit is supposed to
work, get help or find someone who does know how to install them. Our practice installations
have taken about an hour to finish. Contact Us Use the form on the right to contact us. Pioneer
Gun Works, Inc. Info Email. Uberti Rifle Parts. Competition Uberti Rifle Parts New stock parts
added below! Extractors, mainsprings, etc. Check them out! How to modify your stock carrier to
use with our kit. Super Short Stroke Pictured. Light weight lever and lifter arm spring
assemblies for Uberti rifles. Small caliber is in limited stock! Back-orders May Occur!! Firing Pin
Extensions, LT. Standard height left and tall height right. In Stock!! More leather can be found
here! Leather Wrap Note to seller. Long Leather Wrap Colors currently available can be seen
here. Please contact us first as a delay may occur. Call for availability! View fullsize. Tired of
those intermittent misfires? Uberti Uberti The Henry Lever Action is a classic Western-style
lever action rifle, and one of the most popular. Review: Lance, the shims worked great. Made the
rifle feel like butter. Thanks, Bill V. Let me know and I will add your model number to this list. I
was impressed how close the tolerances were once I ordered the correct kit for my rifle! Action
was, if anything, smoother with shims installed on the trigger 2 x. I took it to the range today
with the light "straight body" Wolff hammer spring installed. Our It fired factory ammo
flawlessly but had one light primer strike early on with one of my reloads. Rather than move up

to the heavier Wolff "barrel body" Our spring I tried putting a brass 6 washer on each end of the
straight spring to increase the tension very slightly, which worked like a champ; no more light
strikes with any ammo. I wouldn't have believed a new spring, shims, and a couple of washers
would improve that trigger so much. I would definitely recommend the straight body Wolff
Marlin spring for Henry owners, with the caveat that they might want to have a couple of 6
washers on hand if their ammo has hard primers, or else move up to the Wolff "barrel body"
spring with its 4. I kept the original Henry hammer spring but with its 5. Thanks again for all
your help with this project Mike in AZ. Stock No. Note: This is a Marlin spring, and is NOT a drop
in replacement for the Henry Rifle - You may need to modify this slightly by adding a brass 6
washer as detailed by the gunsmith in the Tech Tip above. Just installed them and what a
difference Thanks Again - Mark in Fl. Your Henry big boy shim kit worked great! I did have to
make my own sacrificial assembly pin out of a bamboo skewer. Once my brother and son feel
what it did for my rifle, I'll be ordering again for theirs. Made an already great rifle a little tighter
and smoother, with an improved trigger pull. Thanks for your great customer service. Rob in
Nebraska. The easiest way to Measure your Trigger or Hammer assembly is with a simple blade
type feeler gauge. I sell a Nice U. Made set you can include in your orders. Shim Measuring and
Installation Page. Be Safe!! If you have any questions or safety concerns, see a qualified
Gunsmith. Website Problems contact Webmaster TriggerShims. Thank You! God Bless the U.
Choose Reduced or Extra Power. Marlin Straight Hammer Spring. The new two-piece product
incorporates the best of both lines, and even improves upon our If you run a scope on your
Henry lever-action rifle, you'll easily be able to cock the hammer and love the secure hammer
control these beauties afford with their thumb curvature and diamond checkering. They boast
all the quality and innovative Innovation, attention to detail, uncompromising functionality,
stunning good looks, and "clover leaf groups" precision put our RPP CloverLeaf Receiver Peep
Sights in a class by themselves. Shoot beautifully. At Ranger Point Precision, we believe that
Ranger Point Precision Robust build quality. In addition to its hard New fiber optic front The
oversized design measures 18" L x 36" W and has plenty of room to completely disassemble a
full size rifle. Size: 18 x 36" 2. Who doesn't love a trucker hat! And in red, white and blue
America USA. The Ranger Point Precision trucker hat fits great and is super comfortable so it's
perfect for anytime. Caps are To celebrate the end of a trying year, RPP is starting a new
tradition in We chose a lustrous new material for our wildly popular Marlin and Henry quick
lever takedown screws, which are already offered in stainless and black nitride chromoly steel
Oversized, Henry lever-action quick takedown screws allow for easy lever removal for a
thorough cleaning, plus makes it easy to swap out standard levers for larger loop levers for
gloved hands or cowboy action shooting. Replaces the original, factory These proprietary
Ranger Point peep sight apertures are an add-on product. These precision-cut shims can be
used to take the lateral side-to-side play out of your Marlin Firearms or Henry Repeating Arms
factory lever. Get rid of that slop in your cycle for a smoother, more linear lever action feel. Also
work with the Ranger Toggle menu Free U. Follow Us. Compare Selected. Quick view. Choose
Options Compare. Pre-Order Now Compare. Add to Cart Compare. Peep Sight Apertures. Marlin
and Henry Lever Shims 4 shims. Hammer Spur Extension for Henry Repeating Arms If you run a
scope on your Henry lever-action rifle, you'll easily be able to cock the hammer and love the
secure hammer control these beauties afford with their thumb curvature and diamond
checkering. Henry Lever Quick Takedown Screws Black Nitride Oversized, Henry lever-action
quick takedown screws allow for easy lever removal for a thorough cleaning, plus makes it easy
to swap out standard levers for larger loop levers for gloved hands or cowboy action shooting.
Marlin and Henry Lever Shims 4 shims These precision-cut shims can be used to take the lateral
side-to-side play out of your Marlin Firearms or Henry Repeating Arms factory lever. Skip to
main content of results for "henry lever action". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store.
International Shipping. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. FREE
Shipping. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Uncle Mike's Quick Detachable. N
guitar wiring diagrams 1 pickup cigar box
auto manuals free download
crane pulley diagram
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.

Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

